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Abstract: In Big Data, Pattern Recognition and Consensus 
Clustering procedures have developing significance to the 
scholastic and expert networks. Today there is an extraordinary 
worry for ordering the information, as information in wrong 
classification implies incorrect data, which thus results wastage 
of resources and hurting the association. Example 
acknowledgment (PR) helps in maintaining a strategic distance 
from poor order of information by recognizing the right structure 
of information in dataset. Perceiving an example is the 
computerized procedure of finding the specific match and 
regularities of information, which is firmly identified with 
Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning. PR goes about as 
an essential advance to give bunching since it examinations the 
structure and vector estimation of every character in dataset. 
Accord Clustering (CC) additionally called as bunching 
gatherings, assumes a critical job in arranging and keep up in 
any sort of information. This is a strategy that joins different 
bunching answers forget steady, precise and novel outcomes. 
Right now, actualize PR and CC strategies; we use MNIST 
dataset which is an enormous database of transcribed digits that 
is regularly utilized for preparing different frameworks in the 
field of Machine Learning. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Patter Recognition(PR) 

Today’s digital world is filled with Patterns and these pat- 
terns can either be observed physically or it can be derived 
mathematically with the help of certain algorithms. Some of 
the examples of pattern are colours on clothes, speech pat- 
tern, alphanumerics in data, etc. In computer science, pattern 
is referred by the value of its vector features. In a simple PR 
application [11], initially the raw data is processed then the 
resultant data is converted into a machine understandable 
format. This involves two major phases of operation i.e., 
classification of patterns and clustering the patterns. In clas- 
sification phase, each pattern is assigned an appropriate la- 
bel based on the abstraction and is controlled by supervised 
learning. In clustering, the pattern with the same label is 
partitioned and categorized under one group and is con- 
trolled by unsupervised learning. 
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B. B.MNIST Dataset  
The MNIST dataset (Modified National Institute of 
Standards and Technology database) is an enormous 
database of manually written digits that is ordinarily utilized 
for preparing frameworks. The MNIST database is a subset 
of an a lot bigger dataset known as the NIST Special 
Database [9]. This dataset contains both transcribed 
numerals and letters. It speaks to an a lot bigger and 
increasingly broad grouping task, alongside the chance of 
including progressively complex assignments, for example, 
semantic understandings through words translation. The 
openness of this MNIST dataset has unquestionably added 
to its far reaching use. The entire dataset is nearly little 
(when contrasted with numerous ongoing benchmarking 
dataset), allowed to access and use, and is encoded and put 
away in altogether direct way. The encoding doesn't depend 
on complex stockpiling structure, compressions, or any 
information design. Hence, it is made extremely simple to 
access and this dataset can be incorporated from any stage 
or through any programming dialects. The NIST dataset, by 
complexity to the MNIST, has stayed hard to access and 
use. Coming about to the greater expense and the 
accessibility of storage when it was gathered, the NIST 
dataset was initially put away in an effective and 
conservative way. In spite of the fact that source code to get 
to the information is given, it was exceptionally testing to 
use on some ongoing processing stages. Thus, the NIST 
have as of late discharged a second release of the NIST 
dataset. Be that as it may, the encoding of that datasetstays 
in the first configuration from which MNIST was extricated. 
The portrayal of the MNIST dataset is appeared in figure 

 
 

 
Fig. 1. MNIST Dataset 

C. Consensus Clustering(CC) 
As we all know, Clustering defines the process of gathering 
a specific set of data related to some category and aggregat- 
ing them with respect to their characteristics. Whereas Con- 
sensus Clustering (CC) also known as aggregated clustering,  
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defines the more robust kind of approach that depends on 
multiple iterations of the selected clustering method on sub- 
set of thedataset. 
The main reason behind recommending CC [12] over sim- 
ple clustering approach in pattern recognition is, CC can 
identify the pattern with greater accuracy, since it undergoes 
several iterations. Furthermore, MNIST dataset [10] consists 
of alphanumerics repeatedly in different fonts and styles. 
Here, the simple clustering approach could not understand 
this situation and it categorizes those repeated 
alphanumerics with different fonts in a separate individual 
category. But, CC works dramatically by subcategorizing 
the fonts under the category of alphanumerics. By this way, 
CC would be the best pairing to work with pattern recogni- 
tion. 

II. LITERATURESURVEY 

Zomaya et al. [2] proposes a survey about different catego- 
ries of clustering algorithms. Some of the categories of clus- 
tering include Partitioning based clustering, Hierarchical 
clustering, Density based clustering, Grid based clustering 
and Model based clustering technique. In their article, they 
present a comparative definition between all these five cate- 
gories with its most suitable algorithms. Their major were to 
find out the best suitable algorithm to cluster any big data.  
In [1], the author mainly focused on most popular and wide- 
ly used algorithm, called K-means algorithm. Moreover they 
represented a detailed study on the functions and working 
process of K-means algorithm. Furthermore, another recent 
research [3] produces a simplified view on data mining 
algorithms. It also suggested some of the recent platforms 
that could have been used in Big data with its merits and 
demerits. This paper [8] discusses some of the effective al- 
gorithms which are applied in data mining. Their work is 
mainly to find out the most appropriate algorithm among all 
by applying comprehensive comparison technique. Nagpal 
and Mann’s [6] research work does not include many recent 

clustering techniques. Despite, it only deal with Density 
based clustering algorithms, like DBSCAN and DENCLUE. 
They have also discussed about the advantages of density 
based clustering algorithms and its challenges. All the peo- 
ple in [7] were so interested in doing research about classifi- 
cation of algorithms that are used in the field of  statistics 
and to apply then in specific traditional databases. Research- 
ers in [5] presented an approach about the analysis and func- 
tioning of some very old algorithms that handled very large 
datasets. For example, Nearest neighbour search, Decision 
Tree and Neural Network. Herawan et al [4] discussed about 
various clustering techniques, that includes MapReduce and 
Parallel classification using MapReduce. They represented 
an overview of several categories in data mining and the 
pages of its clustering algorithms. Salma et al. [5] presented 
that clustering techniques in big data could be categorised 
under two major phases. They are single machine clustering 
techniques and Multiple machine clustering techniques. Lat- 
er, their work draws more attention, because their proposed 
approach were faster and more adaptable to many challeng- 
es in big data. Their study covers most of the recent tech- 
niques and widely dealt with several different categories of 
data mining clustering algorithms. Henceforth, they addi- 

tionally proposed few techniques that are used to fix new 
requirements in big data context. Example, Dimension re- 
duction, parallel classification and Map Reduceframework. 

III. PROPOSED MODEL 

In Pattern Recognition, the selection of attributes and the 
representation of characters are said to be more important. 
Initially the MNIST dataset is put into the training phase 
which comprises of random projection of data, feature ex- 
traction and learning. When the input is fed into the training 
phase, every characters in MNIST dataset is subjected to be 
displayed in random manner, so that all the characters can  
be visualised clearly. After visualisation, each and every 
characters in the dataset is extracted individually to analyse 
its structure and vector value. The extracted structure then 
goes through a very important process called ‘Learning’. 
Learning is a phenomena through which a system gets 
trained and becomes adaptable to give result in an accurate 
manner. It decides how well the system performs on the data 
provided to the system depends on the algorithm used on the 
data. These three steps in training phase are iterated until all 
the characters in the MNIST dataset get trained completely. 
In testing categorizing part, the characters with similar struc- 
ture and vector value are grouped together under a single 
label, therefore some ’n’ number of groupings or clusters are 
formed. From this formation of basic clusters, every charac- 
ter’s feature is again analysed to find out it’s styles and for- 
mats by applying CC algorithm. CC algorithm sub- 
categorizes all the clusters by analysing the structure and it 
takes the best fit of all results with greater accuracy. By pro- 
cessing all the above mentioned steps the pattern recognition 
of MNIST dataset is done using consensus clustering. The 
diagrammaticrepresentingoftheprocessesinPRisshown in 
figure 2. 

 
Fig. 2. Block diagram of Pattern Recognition 

 
A.  Algorithm for Consensus Clustering(CC) 

Consensus Clustering (D, Resample, H, P, A,C) 
Input: D is the MNIST Dataset in matrix format Mi [X0, 
…, X19 , Y0,…,Y19] E N 
Resample is the re-sampling scheme used for extracting a 
subset from dataset 
H is the number of resamples 
P is the percentage of rows extracted each time in the sub-
sampling procedure 
A represents Consensus clustering algorithm 
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Fig. 4. Projection of data 

 
Output: C is the updated set of cluster, C = {Ci,..Ck}, k E N 
Step 1: for each Mi do 
Step 2: initialize empty connectivity matrices Step 3: set 
createNewCluster = True; 
Step 4: for 1>h>H do 
perform Resample on D and assign to D(h) 
Step 5: group elements of D(h) in C clusters using algorithm 
A 
Step 6: build a connectivity matrix based on A’s results for 
C 
of data’s structure is shown in figure 5. From the diagram, 

‘structure A’ of data is stored in one matrix and ‘structure B’ 

of data is stored in empty connectivity matrix which is just 
initialized, since structure B is different from structure A. 
 

 

Fig. 5. Different structures of numeral 5 
 

Step 3: By following step 2, the segregated types of data is 
categorised under a new cluster by setting createNewCluster 
= True. Until step 3, traditional K-means method of cluster- 
ing is performed and is shown in figure 6. 
end for 
Step 7: using connectivity matrices build a consensus matrix 
Mx,y for C 
end foreach 
Step 8: return C(Mx,y) 

IV. AN ILLUSTRATIVEEXAMPLE 

For demonstration purpose, we use 4X4 MNIST  dataset 
with different styles of numerical values. Representation of 
the example dataset is shown in figure3. 

 
Fig. 3.  ExampleDataset 

Step 1: The input dataset is taken in matrix format (Mi). All 
the data in Mi is analysed inside a for loop and projected 
separately to visualise and identify pattern. The diagrammat- 
ic representation for the projection of data is shown in figure 
4. 
Step 2: After analyzing all the data in dataset, empty con- 

nectivity matrix is initialized. This empty connectivity ma- 
trix is a matrix that consists of numerals with different struc- 
tures. For example, we have numeral ‘5’ with two different 

structures. Diagrammatic representation for different types 

 
Fig. 6. Generalised method of clustering 

 
Step 4: In this step, resampling (analyzing data’s struc- ture) 
of each data inside various clusters is done and the result of 
resampling is assigned to D(h). D(h) is considered as a 
matrix that contains the numerals of different structures. 
Resampling of data is shown in figure 7. 
 
Step 5: All the elements in D(h) are grouped together to 
form a consensus clusters (C). In figure 8, the clusterwith 

 
Fig. 8. Consensus clustering grey colour label indicates 

consensus clustering’s. 

V. RESULTANALYSIS 

A. Dataset 

In this paper, we use MNIST dataset to compute consensus 
clustering. The MNIST dataset is a large collection of 
handwritten digits which is commonly used for training var- 
ious image processing systems. It was created by mixing the 
samples from NIST's original datasets. [13] The MNIST 
database contains 60,000 training images and 10,000 testing 
images. It was constructed from NIST's Special Database 3 
(SD-3) and Special Database 1(SD-1) which contain binary 
images of handwritten digits. NIST originally uses SD-3 as 
their training set and SD-1 as its test set, moreover SD-3 is 
much cleaner and easier to recognize than SD-1. The reason 
for this can be recognized by the facts that SD-3 was col- 
lected among Census Bureau employees, while SD-1 was 
collected among high-school students. Extracting meaning- 
ful results from learning experiments requires, the result 
should be independent of the decision of training set and test 
set among the complete set of samples. Therefore it meant 
be necessary to build a new database by mixing NIST's da- 
tasets. The MNIST training set is acquired by combining 
30,000 patterns from SD-3 and 30,000 patterns from SD-1. 
In this paper we use MNIST dataset that contains 20 rows 
and 20 columns, where each rows consist of numerals 0 to5. 
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B. Performance analysis of ConsensusClustering 

 
Fig. 9. Random projection of data 

i. Projection ofData 

Initially, the 20X20 MNIST dataset (Mi) is loaded into the 
program in matrix format and all the data in dataset is ana- 
lysed inside a for loop to categorise the numerals. After ana- 
lysing, each data is projected to the viewer by some random 
manner to visualise and recognize the structure of data. The 
purpose of this step is to make sure and verify the types and 
format of numerals in the dataset, also this random projec- 
tion of data acts as a primary step to perform traditional 
clustering process and is represented in figure9. 
 

 

Fig. 9. Generalized method ofclustering 

ii. Generalized Method ofClustering 

After projecting and analysing the data in step (i), all the 
numerals are categorized into different clusters with respect 
to its numerical value. For this generalized model of cluster- 
ing, Traditional K - means methodology is applied, so that 
the results are expected to be very approximate with average 
level of accuracy. Here the data is recognized only by its 
numerical value but not by it’s format and structure. Dia- 
grammatic representation for generalized method of cluster- 
ing is shown in fi 
gure 9. 

 
Fig. 10. Resampling of 

iii. Pattern Recognition(PR 

 
Fig. 11. Different structures of numeral 5 

PR defines the process of identifying the structure of data by 
its vector value. This is done by resampling (analyzing dif- 
ferent data structures for single numeral) all the data inside 
every clusters that are formed by traditional 
method and the result of resampling is assigned to a matrix 
D(h). D(h) matrix consist of one specific structure of nu- 
meral, then another structure of a numeral is assigned to the 
base cluster which is formed before. For example, we have 
numeral ‘5’ 
with two different structures. ‘Structure A’ of the numeral is 

stored in base cluster and ‘structure B’ of data is stored in 

D(h) matrix. Diagrammatic representation for resampling of 
data and different structures of numeral 5 are shown in fig- 
ure 10 and in figure 11 respectively. 

iv. Consensus Clustering(CC) 

After assigning the data to base cluster and D(h) matrix, all 
the elements in D(h) matrix are grouped together to form 
consensus clusters. Diagrammatic representation for consen- 
sus clustering is shown in figure 12. From this figure, red 
colour label under every base cluster indicates the consensus 
cluster. By overcoming the drawbacks in generalized K- 
means clustering, Consensus Clustering approach not only 
segregates the category of data but also identifies its struc- 
tures and formatting styles with greater accuracy. 

C. Comparison between various clusteringtechnique. 

With reference to the below graph, it is clearly understood 
that the dataset used in this paper delivers 95% accurate 
result by computing Consensus Clustering technique, while 
DBScan covers 70% of accuracy, Gaussian Mixture Model 
produces the result with 75% of accuracy, while Bisecting 
K-Means produces accuracy with 90%. From this we can 
conclude that consensus clustering achieved excellence in 
dividing our dataset into clusters. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Pattern Recognition normally aims to provide a very reason- 
able answer to all possible inputs by taking its statistical 
variation into account. In this paper, the implementation of 
consensus clustering is discussed by taking MNIST dataset 
as the sample application. These implementation is done in 
the language Python with Anaconda package and Consensus 
Clustering package by using the tool Jupyter Notebook. And 
the comparative study with plot map is done between gener- 
alized clustering approach and consensus clustering ap- 
proach to understand the accuracy of results in CC. In addi- 
tion to that, CC is also used to determine the optimal num- 
ber of clusters for a dataset and clustering algorithm. In Fu 
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Fig. 12. Consensus clustering 
ture, this CC approach can be applied in any stream and is 
very helpful to determine the best fit of datapoint among 
various comparisons of data in same dataset. 

 

Fig. 13. Comparison between different clustering 
techniques 
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